
ERIC BATISTE SOFTWARE ENGINEER
 ericbatiste4@gmail.com  5407187182  ericbatiste  ericbatiste   Denver, CO  

SUMMARY
Creative and capable front end leaning software developer experienced in building web applications with React, Vanilla JavaScript,
CSS, and  Test Driven Development with accessibility in mind.  I love working closely with people to bring ideas to life and I am
looking forward to finding my next team.

LANGUAGES: React, JavaScript, CSS
TESTING / TDD: Mocha, Chai, Cypress
TOOLS / WORKFLOW: Agile, GitHub, Git

SKILLS

PROJECTS
Cocktail Finder: Pair Project | 30 hours
Tech Stack: React | Router | Firebase | Cypress | JavaScript | CSS
What it is:  A web application where a user can find new and familiar cocktail recipes and save their favorites.
- Successfully integrated user authentication into our application using Google Firebase.
- Implemented Cypress to effectively test all possible user flows.
- Ensured that the UI was responsive across small, medium and large breakpoints.

Fido's Trick Log: Solo Project | 30 Hours
Tech Stack: React | Router | Cypress | Express | CSS
What it is:  A dog training web application that allows users to catalog tricks and necessary training videos.
- Developed my own API using Node.js and Express that features GET and POST endpoints.
- Successfully deployed both the backend and frontend repos using Render and Vercel, respectively.
- Took care to make sure that the application achieved a high accessibility score. 

Rotten Tomatillos: Pair Project | 30 hours
Tech Stack: React | Router | Cypress | JavaScript | CSS
What it is: A web application that allows users to view movie data including stats, images, descriptions and trailers.
 - Effectively pair-programed nearly 100% of the project with my partner.
 - Successfully learned and implemented two new technologies, React Router and Cypress .
 - Created a functional and striking user interface that includes some of the visual hallmarks of modern entertainment applications.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
Bike Industry Oct. 2020  - July 2023
Expertly advised customers on bike selection, promoting sales and satisfaction.
Proficiently performed bike repairs, ensuring optimal functionality and customer loyalty.
Demonstrated excellent interpersonal skills in a fast-paced retail environment.

Active Musician Jan. 2005  - Dec. 2019
Spearheaded a dynamic bluegrass band, showcasing musical leadership and innovation.
Collaborated across genres in numerous gigs, adapting to diverse musical environments.
Accumulated over two decades of guitar proficiency, enriching live performances and recordings.

EDUCATION
Turing School of Software and Design
Accredited Front End Software Engineering Certificate  

Christopher Newport University
BA English / Writing  
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